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Presentation Notes
Here’s how you do it. Any questions?Actually, most documents are public records, so this isn’t an option. Keeps us honest.



 Threshold Issues:  
◦ Preserve the right to conduct due diligence 

◦ Determine the scope of the due diligence review 

 The big issues: 
◦ Ownership / Right to Use 

◦ Historical Use 

◦ Legal Constraints 

Overview 
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It all starts with the contract. Make sure you have the time and resources necessary to conduct the due diligence, and make sure your client has the right to terminate the contract (and get all earnest money back) based upon anything, in buyer’s sole subjective discretion, found during the diligence period.Include an obligation for the seller to produce all materials in its possession or control, an obligation (or signed consent for the buyer) to obtain documents from any ditch companies, and permission to physically inspect the property.David C. Taussig.Determine the appropriate scope of the due diligence project based on acquisition objectives and budget.If water & land deal, and will continue historical use, the historical use review may be limited to a threshold inquiry re: abandonment, decreesIf water development project, a more intensive historical use analysis will be warranted, and myriad other factors will need to be given closer scrutiny.Determine the universe of water rights that you are reviewing.You may know exactly what water right you’re buying, but you still want to know if there are other water rights contributing to the overall HCU
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How do you determine which water rights? Ask the seller / ranch manager. However, sometimes this can be difficult or may result in incomplete information. The seller may be recently deceased and you’re dealing with an estate. The seller may be a bank that just acquired the property in foreclosure. The seller might simply be blissfully ignorant of exactly what water rights he owns. We see large ranches change hands that are tens of thousands of acres with a single spaced page of the purported water rights. Review the seller’s vesting deed (and eventually, all other deeds in the chain of title)Review aerial photography (look for ditches running onto property)CDSS Mapviewer: http://cdss.state.co.us/onlineTools/Pages/MapViewer.aspxTour the propertyHere is an example of CDSS Mapviewer.Zoom inSelect the layer (checkbox) and make sure “diversions” is the “active layer”Choose the dashed box at the top and drag across area in question  You get a list of diversion structures in that areaHTML link takes you to CDSS Structure, where you pull the Structure SummaryCAVEAT: It’s not perfect. GIGO. 
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Here’s another example using Irrigated Area as the active layer. Again, GIGO. We’re not looking for definitive answers here, we’re just looking for things to research. 



 Water rights are conveyed like real property 
 Water rights are a property interest separate 

from the land on which they are used  
 Colorado has a “race-notice” statute 

Title Review 
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A slightly more thorough review is in the handoutSome basics:Conveyed like real propertyCan be sold separate from the land where they’re usedCan be sold implicitly as appurtenancesRace-Notice Statute: You need to record your deeds. BFPs without notice and who record first are superior to prior unrecorded instruments.Title insurance may or may not be availableI like to have a skeleton chain of title before I even begin to crack the grantor/grantee index. This way, if you hit a dead end, you have some clues about where to look to pick the trail back up. The skeleton will be based largely on the chain of title for the land. 
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Where do you start your title research?The beginningThe decree, ruling, and statement of claim from the adjudication of the water rightThe patent for the land served by the water right. http://www.glorecords.blm.gov/You can search by County, name, PLSSSometimes images are availableYou can also see other cool stuff, like homestead entry surveys (CHANGE SLIDE)If you’ve ever had a legal description that uses Lots instead of quarter sections for the PLSS description, you can pull the maps that show where those lots are located.
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The endThe title commitment for the landThe vesting deed of the seller
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Assessor website often has a history of conveyances for each parcel. The info you get will vary from County to County. I have a set of bookmarks in my web browser.Here’s an example from Saguache County. Baca National Wildlife Refuge. Part of the infamous AWDI water war. Ditch book (if you are lucky enough to be in a county that has one)Similar to what you see on the screen, but organized by water right. We have one in Gunnison County.  Anyone aware of any others?Tract Index (if you are lucky enough to be in a county that has one)Similar to what you see above. We have one in Gunnison County? Any others?Title company title plantAgain, similar to what you see above, but privately maintained. Here’s one place Gunnison is behind other counties. May have to pay a small fee. Well worth it. (Don’t tell them that)All of these resources (other than ditch book) are really focused on land, and may not include water deeds, but dates, reception numbers, and names are a great clue about where to look when you do your grantor/grantee index search. 
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Grantor/Grantee Index After you’ve completed a skeleton chain of title based on readily available records, it’s time to head to the grantor/grantee index (at the county clerk & recorder’s office).Most counties have indexed at least some of their records by grantor and grantee on computer. Most likely, you will find that some recent years have been electronically indexed, but earlier years must still be searched manually. Additionally, you will find that each County is different in terms of the amount of information that is available online and the price you’ll have to pay to access that information. I take a stack of these sheets and turn them into something that looks like the previous slide. When dealing with lots of water rights, and possibly lots of parcels, I like to have the info up in the header, just to help me keep it all straight.
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The textbook method is to work your way back in time through the grantee index to complete the Seller’s chain of title. Then, work your way back to the present through the Grantor index to check for prior conveyances to third parties, encumbrances, etc.Example Chain: Assume Daniels is the seller, we need to find his vesting deed. So, we go to the “D” grantee index and look for Daniels. In Gunnison, one book per year. If you don’t know what year, and you don’t have a skeleton, this would be painful. Eventually, you should find an entry showing the Clark to Daniels conveyance. Write down the reception number. Now go to the “C” grantee index to find the Brady to Clark transfer, and so on. Then, go to the “A” grantor index and search through until you find the Adams to Brady transfer. If you’re unlucky, you might find a prior conveyance. Let’s leave curing title defects for another day. You probably won’t find the “Wild” deed, but that’s okay, because it shouldn’t impact title. May have an impact if Wilde brings a color of title adverse possession claim. This example assumes no “race-notice” issuesHow far back do you go? It will depend on budget and the value of the water right.At the very least, you should go back to the first recorded conveyance that is more than 18 years old. If you use this option, try to get an affidavit re: HCU 18 years. The original decree / statement of claim? Remember, water court decrees do not adjudicate ownership, but have useful findings  of fact. 
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Other issues mentioned in outline:Check the UCC Filings, found in county or SOS, generally will not apply to the water rights themselves, but maybe to stored water and delivery infrastructureDeal near Paonia for agricultural land formerly owned by coal mining company. Water was subject to augmentation plan, and recorded “water use agreement” that says the ag. user can use the water unless and until the coal mine needs the water for augmentation uses. Check CRS Title 38Check Colorado Real Estate Title StandardsDitch Companies: I’m not going to talk about them. Previous CLEs have done a good job. They add another layer of documents to review, and you may need a permission slip (agent letter) to gain access. Bill Paddock; Kara Godbehere. By know, you’re probably wondering why I have a picture of Yogi Berra. If Yogi Berra was a water lawyer, he’d say: If the title report shows that the water right is unblemished, the water right is worthless. (senior water rights are the most valuable, and it’s inevitable that they’ll have a wart on the title, a headgate in the wrong place, etc. If the title is clean, it must be a new junior low-value water right.)



WebLink-Abandonment Lists 
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Legal Status and Historical UseScope of review determined by value of water rights, budget, and intentions of buyer. Do you want a full-blown, litigation-ready, HCU analysis?Threshold issue that should always be investigated: AbandonmentNonuse coupled with intent to abandonIntent can be inferred from non-use for an unreasonable amount of timeI hear way too many people say, “the water right has not been abandoned, it’s not on the abandonment list.” NO!can be raised in the water court either upon an application for a determination of abandonment, or in the context of a change of water rights proceedingThere is also the DEO decennial abandonment list procedure. This is often confused with the “unreasonable period of time” test.CDWR Laserfiche WebLink: http://dwrweblink.state.co.us/dwrweblink/CDWR: http://water.state.co.us/DWRDocs/Reports/Pages/Abandonment.aspxRelated to abandonment: Adverse possession. Need to investigate both ways. Have our paper rights been AP’d? Have we AP’d others?



WebLink: Tabulations 
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Water TabulationCDWR Laserfiche WebLinkCDWR main webpage.Diversion RecordsCDSS (better for more recent records)Structure Summaries are a quick and dirty way to review historical useCDWR Laserfiche WebLink (sometimes better for older records)Annual Diversion Records (1970 - 1974), Commissioner Reports (1880 - 1969) and Field Books (1900 - 1969) 



County GIS Software 
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Aerial photography: This should be a supplement to, not a replacement for, visiting the property! Aquamap�County GISBing Maps / Google EarthArcGISUSDA maps�The local USDA officeSatellite Views



County GIS Software 
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Different online resources may allow a rudimentary calculation of areas and distances.



Satellite Views 



Satellite Views 
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Trout Creek Ditch Company Ditch (not the Trout Creek Ditch)



http://www.guardian.co.uk/business/cartoon/2009/aug/06/lloyds 
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A little more due diligence humor before we shift gears a little bit.Lawful HCU: This is a bit of a moving target. Santa Fe Trail Ranches case is often cited for the rule that you can only transfer lawful historical consumptive use. The engineers can fight over the consumption, and the lawyers can fight over the lawfulness. In the last few years, there have been some harsh results (Jones Ditch case) (Burlington Ditch / FRICO case). There has been a piece-meal legislative response. “Simple change of point of diversion” “legacy ditch bill” “2013 change of point of diversion legislation” There is a footnote in In Re Tonko that suggests inconsequential changes of place of use are okay. So, the question of what is lawful is constantly evolving. You need expertise.



Structure Summary List of Decrees 
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Step 1: Review the decrees. How do you know which decrees?CDSS Structure SummaryDeedsLaserfiche Weblink fuzzy searchResumes—Google advanced search: http://www.google.com/advanced_search



WebLink: Resumes 
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Here’s an example of a Fuzzy Search



WebLink: Fuzzy Search 
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Here are the results



WebLink: Search Results 
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See how the search term is highlighted in blue



Google Advanced Search 
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Google advanced search is a great way to search the resumes posted on the State Judicial Branch website. Doesn’t go back very far.
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What other documents related to the decree should you review?Map and Statement / Statement of Claim; Testimony; Ruling; Interlocutory DecreeThe introductory decree language that is not always part of the CDSS download. Bob Hurford example of Uncompahgre River irrigation uses subordinate to upstream domestic usesWhere can you find decrees / case files?Courthouse (County where water right is located or Water Court is located)Laserfiche Weblink State Archive. For example, Division 2 cases filed between 1978 and 2005 that reached disposition prior to September 1, 2010. See Administrative Order Concerning Division 2 Water Court Policies dated April 17, 2012. Division Engineer’s OfficeLexis / ICCES (ICCES $10 access to cases you’re not in)Past performance does not guarantee future resultsDWR Rules and Policies may be promulgated or modified, and this may make it impossible to exercise a water right to the same extent it has been exercised historically. For example:Division 1 & 2 rulesDivision 3 Confined Aquifer Rules and proposed Groundwater RulesDivision 3 policy regarding rolling average volumetric limitsVoluntary sharing of shortages by previous generations may give way to strict administrationAgain, expertise, particularly local knowledge, is critical. Whether local counsel, local water commissioner, whatever.Adam Reeves comment regarding federal reserved rights for tribes



Any Questions? 

http://content.navocate.com/blog/bid/108731/ 
Manufacturing-M-A-Due-Diligence 
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Perry Mason doesn’t get to tromp through meadows.As of June 11, 2013, Stewart Title (Stewart Water Services) is no longer providing title insurance. Joe Knox, (former) partner in Stewart Water Services is working with other insurance underwriters to offer similar coverage throughout western United States. Breem Ditch transaction used title insurance. Similar to land title policy, with exclusions related to how “wet” the water is. Essentially, they insure against items in the clerk & recorder’s office plus they check the abandonment list. As you can see, there is a lot more to it than that. 
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